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Introduction
As early as 1973, Peter Drucker described a shift in the structure of society in which knowledge workers were pointed out as the
workers of the future.
Definition: A knowledge worker is a person principally concerned with data, information, and knowledge as working objects,
often working with these in both the physical world and the virtual world (digital information spaces), and sometimes in the
borderland between them. Common work tasks are to create, search, refine, and mediate data, information, and knowledge.
(Broberg, 2000) based on Drucker (1973) and Kidd (1994).
As system designers, we take it as our task to provide knowledge workers with cognitive, physical and virtual tools that make
their tasks easier, more efficient, fun, and creative. This document describes our conception of the relationship between context
and knowledge work, as well as our attempts to create tools for knowledge work in integrated physical-virtual environments.

Aspects on Context in Knowledge Work
What is context, and what is it that makes it relevant to modelling? A quite straightforward definition is that context is the the set
of circumstances or events that form the environment where something takes place. There are many relevant aspects on context in
a knowledge worker’s situation. First, knowledge work takes place in a social, physical, and virtual context where data,
information and knowledge entities are the work objects. Second, one and the same artefact can offer different kinds of support,
and the social and physical context in which the artefact is used influences how individuals perceive the help or support that the
artefact offers. Third, learning is a process strongly connected with knowledge work, and learning is contexts sensitive in many
ways (Broberg, 2000). Fourth, knowledge can be viewed as something that individuals construct in a process of interaction with
both the social and the physical context. Fifth, the information value for most information is changing all the time, in an
information life cycle (Ingwersen, 1994). This fluctuation is caused partly by the time factor, and partly by variations in the
individual’s way of perceiving and interpreting the potential information in the current context.
A context model is an abstraction of circumstances and events that form the environment in which activities (e.g. knowledge
work) take place and things are present. It is necessary with measurable (contextual) parameters in the creation of context models.
Some examples of parameters for the use of objects in a knowledge work environment are:
•
time-related
o use frequency, use duration, creation and modification date
o use sequence
temporal vicinity to the use of other objects (objects used before and after)
recurrence frequency of object use sequences
duration of object use sequences
•
place-related
o assigned location
o with respect to semantically named places (containers) in the environment
o Euclidian or topological vicinity to other objects
object attribute-related
•
o creator, textual content, weight, volume, colour etc.

Tools for Active Reading
Text is a medium for communication of ideas, concepts, knowledge, etc. Texts are traditionally, and for obvious technical reasons
viewed as very static entities, with respect to both content and appearance. With computers and Internet, totally new conditions
for texts as medium for communication are set up. It is very easy to make changes in computer-based texts both for readers and
for authors, and the distribution of a new or different version of a text is quite easy. Hypertext exemplifies another feature that
computers can add to the texts, the interaction. Hence, computer-mediated texts need not be as static as paper-mediated texts. Our
hypothesis is that it is good for the outcome from the reading process if this old, static view of text changes so that texts are
viewed as entities that are more dynamic. TEXT-COL, FOCI, and CONTEXT are three projects shortly described below. Common
themes for these projects are the use of document-based modelling techniques for modelling context, the view of texts as dynamic
entities, and the aim of supporting the readers to be more active in their reading.
TEXT-COL – is a tool designed to support the users with active reading (to interact with texts), by letting them work with the
outlook of texts. TEXT-COL bases the grey coding of documents on information value files (IV-lexicon). An IV-lexicon is a data
file containing information about a set of words. One of the strengths with the TEXT-COL tool is the high degree of control that the
user has over the behaviour. For example, it is very much up to the user to select the strategy by which the words are categorised.
Some examples of strategies for categorisation of words are: key words for an area, the origin of words, the length, random, etc. It
is possible for a user of TEXT-COL to have a collection IV-lexicons. These IV-lexicons can model different areas of interest,
different perspectives of an area of interest. It is also possible to use shared IV-lexicons such as IV-lexicons authorised by an
organisation, a colleague, friend, etc. This feature gives the readers the possibility to easily walk between different readers’ and
persons’ valuation of words, or to set the text into different contexts.
FOCI – the basic idea with this project is to create tools/ an environment that supports the user in developing and establishing
foci as well as keeping the focus during the information seeking/learning process. One way to offer this support is by providing an
environment for visualisation of corpora (information contexts). For example, it is possible to use the dominating dimensions of
LSA created semantic spaces (Berry et al., 1994) to create visual representations of information contexts. It is natural to view such
environment as an exploration environment for information landscapes. That makes it possible for the user to get an idea of the
conceptual similarities among different resources, see a document’s conceptual relevance to different foci, use it as a navigation
tool, and to trace and predict changes or movements over time in an information landscape. Examples of such changes are: areas
that merge or split, the emergence of new areas, the amount of activity in an area, etc.
CONTEXT – the basic idea is to create context-dependent representations of documents, folders, and windows by utilise the
algorithms from TEXT-COL to produce/create image representations of documents, together with the algorithms from FOCI to
produce spatial information for the documents. I.e. documents are placed according to conceptual similarity, were similar
documents are placed close to each other and vice versa and document icons give an idea of documents' information value from
one particular context.
As mention above both LSA&LSI models and IV/lexicons can be used to model area of interests, meta/information, or other
kinds of information contexts, and shortly by combining these two more powerful models can be created and thereby new
interesting applications can be created.

Designing Physical-Virtual Knowledge Work Environments
Seeing Wellner's DigitalDesk (1993) as a starting point, there has been a continuous interest in merging the physical and virtual
worlds in office environments and in more specialised settings (Arias et al., 1997; Mackay et al., 1998). Other sources of
inspiration to the work presented below have been the research done on Graspable (Fitzmaurice & Buxton, 1997), Tangible (Ishii
& Ullmer, 1997) and Manipulative (Harrison & Dourish, 1996) user interfaces.
Although knowledge work activities often involve extensive use of the virtual environments that modern information
technology provide, significant working time is spent on activities in the physical environment as well. However, knowledge
work environments equipped with personal computers tend to create a significant gap between the virtual environment offered by
the computer system(s) on the one hand, and the surrounding physical environment on the other (Pederson, 1999).
A PHYSICAL-VIRTUAL DESIGN PERSPECTIVE – In order to overcome this gap, a perspective for design and analysis of
integrated physical-virtual environments is currently under development, based on analysis of differences and similarities between
physical and virtual environments, such as Arias & Fischer (1997) and Pederson (1999). This physical-virtual design perspective
emphasises a holistic view on the design of knowledge work environments and the objects within them, in order to break loose

from traditional distinctions made by designers of software, electronics hardware and architecture (Pederson, 1999). A core
concept within this design perspective is the concept of Physical-Virtual Artefacts (PVAs), things that consist of both a physical
and virtual representation, both tightly linked to each other. Changes done on any of the physical or virtual representation of a
specific PVA is assumed to immediately change the state also of the other.
MAGIC TOUCH – Physical-virtual homomorphism is assured by a computer system, Magic Touch (Pederson, 2001), which
recognises any alterations on PVA representations and consequently performs the appropriate update to the other representation
(see Figure 1). Fully developed (it is still under development), this system will produce much of the object use data described
earlier in this paper, ready to be used as a basis for user modelling.
Among the challenges for the physical-virtual design perspective we find:
o Automatic physical-virtual user modelling: In large a classical
Artificial Intelligence problem, although integrated physicalvirtual interaction gives new possibilities. A promising approach
is to adopt a situative definition of “environment” (inspired by
the work of Suchman (1987) allowing the system (and designer)
to model knowledge work tasks that span over the physicalvirtual gap.
o Painting the physical-virtual border: As a perspective
encouraging designers to forget about the differences between
physical and virtual environments, probably one of it’s most
important contributions is to give a clear picture of the border
which it is trying to erase. What physical phenomena can’t be
virtualised? What virtual phenomena cannot be given a physical
representation?
o The meaning of physical spaces: As indicated by empirical
studies in office environments (Malone, 1983), and as a wellestablished fact in the area of architecture, much human
activity is expressed by moving objects from one place to another. To acknowledge and interpret these “space
semantics” (Harrison & Dourish, 1996) has to be part of the design perspective.

Figure 1: Magic Touch architecture.

Possibilities for Improving Interaction using Context Awareness
Gathering and interpreting information about user activities in knowledge work environments has the potential to improve
knowledge work environments in many ways. A few potential user modelling-based contributions could be:
•
information/functionality filtering, allowing for minimalistic interaction styles using small interaction devices (small
screens, few buttons), possibly wearable
•
re-design of the working environment with respect to Euclidian, topological and temporal aspects to better suit most
frequent or most time/space/cognition-intense tasks
incitement for the creation of knowledge work tools that rationalise (compresses, compiles) recurring object use
•
sequences by providing tool functionality applicable on all objects at the same time instant
•
on-demand organisation suggestions where the system proposes suitable placement of new/altered objects based on
their similarity with objects already existing in the environment
General questions to be addressed include:
•
is it possible to merge a social context model, a physical context model and information context model into one
model?
is it possible to cover different levels of context in a model?
•
is it relevant to discuss granuality of contexs and context models?
•

By attending the workshop we hope to come closer to answers to general questions such as the ones above as well as to learn
about suitable methods for implementing context awareness algorithms in knowledge work tools and environments.
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